OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
Video Analysis – FINAL Report

An analysis of the video related to
OPD RD# 18-012685.

Prepared by Sergeant I. Ramirez III, 7964

Date of Report: August 3rd, 2018

Introduction
Authorization
At the request of the Criminal Investigation Division, Homicide Unit, Investigator Sergeant R.
Vass, I was tasked with reviewing and analyzing Personal Digital Recording Devices (PDRD)
video footage related to the incident documented under Oakland Police Department report
number 18-012685. The resulting analysis is the basis for this report.

Purpose
I was requested to analyze available video footage in an attempt to determine further details
related to a fatal officer involved shooting.
The Homicide Unit and investigator asked the following questions:
1) Could the video be clarified to get more detail around the subject and his movements
prior to the shooting?
2) Could the video be clarified to see where the gun was prior to, at the time and
immediately after the shooting?
3) Could I synchronize the PDRD videos of the officers involved in the shooting, to see their
location, movements, and/or actions in relation to each other prior to, at the time and
immediately after the shooting?
I reviewed and analyzed the video footage that was provided to me by the investigator. I
concentrated on the footage immediately prior and during the police shooting.

Tools Used
HP ZBook15 Mobile Workstation
HP Z400 Computer
MacBook Pro
Cognitech Video Investigator
Adobe CS5 Photoshop
Adobe CS5 Premiere
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Videos, Review & Analysis
Videos
The incident occurred on 11 Mar 2018, at approximatly 1900 hours, in the 900 blk of 40th
Street. I received the following officers PDRD video files from the Sergeant Vass, with the
following specifications;


Officer J. Phillips, 9446
o PICT0002 2018.03.12 01.20.38.AVI
 Duration
: 51 min 34 s
 Width
: 848 pixels
 Height
: 480 pixels
 Display aspect ratio
: 16:9
 Frame rate
: 29.970 (30000/1001) FPS
o PICT0003 2018.03.12 02.12.20.AVI
 Duration
: 19 min 0 s
 Width
: 848 pixels
 Height
: 480 pixels
 Display aspect ratio
: 16:9
 Frame rate
: 29.970 (30000/1001) FPS



Officer B. Hraiz, 9285
o PICT0011 2018.03.12 00.24.02.AVI
 Duration
: 47 min 0 s
 Width
: 848 pixels
 Height
: 480 pixels
 Display aspect ratio
: 16:9
 Frame rate
: 29.970 (30000/1001) FPS



Officer C. Tanaka, 9484
o PICT0007 2018.03.12 02.20.58.AVI
 Duration
: 9 min 18 s
 Width
: 848 pixels
 Height
: 480 pixels
 Display aspect ratio
: 16:9
 Frame rate
: 29.970 (30000/1001) FPS



Officer J. Yu, 9127
o 2018-03-12 01-35-32.AVI
 Duration
 Width
 Height
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: 27 min 41 s
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
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 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate
o 2018-03-12 02-04-50.AVI
 Duration
 Width
 Height
 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate

: 8 min 7 s
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS

Officer T. Hawkins, 9213
o 2018-03-12 01-49-40.AVI
 Duration
 Width
 Height
 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate

: 30 min 56 s
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS

: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS



Officer W. Berger, 9264
o PICT0004 2018.03.12 01.34.54.AVI
 Duration
: 47 min 0 s
 Width
: 848 pixels
 Height
: 480 pixels
 Display aspect ratio
: 16:9
 Frame rate
: 29.970 (30000/1001) FPS



Officer N. Patane, 9547
o 2018-03-12 01-50-56
 Duration
 Width
 Height
 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate



Sergeant F. Negrete, 8956
o 2018-03-12 01-38-56.AVI
 Duration
 Width
 Height
 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate
o 2018-03-12 02-29-06.AVI
 Duration
 Width
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: 48 min 29 s
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS

: 45 min 26 s
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS
: 29 s 102 ms
: 848 pixels
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Height
Display aspect ratio
Frame rate

Sergeant H. Webber, 8223
o 2018-03-12 01-20-06.AVI
 Duration
 Width
 Height
 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate
o 2018-03-12 01-41-36.AVI
 Duration
 Width
 Height
 Display aspect ratio
 Frame rate

: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.033 FPS

: 21 min 27 s
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS
: 1 h 51 min
: 848 pixels
: 480 pixels
: 16:9
: 30.000 FPS

As I was verified the videos in the PDRD system I could not locate Sergeant Weber’s videos on
the PDRD server. I was informed that Sergeant Webber’s camera had a broken USB connection
at the time of the incident, and had been sent into the vendor to recover the footage from his
camera. Although both of Sergeant Webber’s videos were not on the PDRD video server, they
did come from his PDRD, per a PDRD system administrator, V. Lim.
I also observed that some video file names began with “PICT” followed by date/time and other
files were only named with a date/time. After speaking with a PDRD video coordinator, V. Lim, I
was informed that the camera software had changed on newer cameras. When the videos are
uploaded to the server, the previous cameras auto named the files starting with “PICT.” The
current camera software only named the video files with the date and time when uploading to
the server.
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Review
I reviewed thirteen videos from Officer Phillips, Officer Hraiz, Officer Tanaka, Officer Yu, Officer
Hawkins, Officer Patane, Officer Berger, Sergeant Negrete, and Sergeant Weber.
The following provides a general descriptive summaries of two officer’s videos I reviewed and
used for this analysis. They are not second-by-second accounts of what is contained in the
video footage. These summaries are used to highlight approximate times, actions and items of
interest that I identified for analysis for the purpose of this report. It is intended to place items
discussed later in this report in proper context. In no way is the intent to ‘speak’ for the officer
or what the officer observed. This summaries are intended to describe what the camera
captured.

Officer Phillips’ PDRD videos (PICT0002 2018.03.12 01.20.38.AVI & PICT0003 2018.03.12 02.12.20.AVI);
I reviewed two videos from Officer Phillips’ PDRD.
In summary, from the camera footage it appeared that Officer Phillips was the first officer to
arrive on the scene. He parked his vehicle in the W/B lanes just west of 928 40th Street. As he
walked east in the street adjacent to the sidewalk the camera captures the subject lying
between 928 and 922 40th Street. At that time the officer moved to a closer location, he
walked up a few stairs and onto the porch of 928 40th Street. The camera captured a closer
image of the subject, as Officer Phillips was standing on the porch. The Officer Phillips returned
to his vehicle, drove in reverse to position his car in the street, between 928 and 922 40th
Street. The video showed the vehicle was used as cover as additional units arrive. When
additional units arrived, the camera captured that he is equipped with a shotgun that is loaded
with less-lethal rounds. When the Bearcat arrived, Sergeant Webber moved his vehicle. The
video then captured him take a position with other units behind the Bearcat. Officer Phillips
was still equipped with the less-lethal shotgun when the OIS occurs. The video appeared to
capture Phillips fire at least one round from the shotgun that he had in the direction of the
subject at the time of the OIS. Phillips then approaches with the initial contact team, fifth in
order. After stowing the shotgun, Phillips assisted other officers in the search of the subject.
The second video continued with the search of the subject and a search of the area.
It appeared the camera was attached to Officer Phillips’ chest area, based on the camera view
captured. The above was all captured by the PDRD camera Officer Phillips was wearing.
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Sergeant Weber’s videos (2018-03-12 01-20-06.AVI & 2018-03-12 01-41-36.AVI);
I reviewed two videos from Sergeant Webber’s PDRD.
In relation to the PDRD videos examined, it was the first one activated.
In summary, the video began with Sergeant Weber driving his patrol vehicle to the scene. When
Sergeant Weber arrived on scene, he blocked W/B traffic on 40th Street from Market with his
vehicle. Sergeant Weber appeared to be the second unit to arrive on scene. Sergeant Weber
deployed a less-lethal shotgun, and walked up to Officer Phillips. Vehicle 1447 had already been
moved, and was used as cover. Approximately thirteen-minutes into the video, the camera
captured Sergeant Weber confirming the shotgun had less-lethal rounds, and gave the shotgun
to Officer Phillips. Sergeant Weber then marked off the perimeter with crime-scene tape,
across 40th Street, on the west side of the inner perimeter. Sergeant Weber returned to vehicle
1447. In the second video, at about four minutes into the video, Sergeant Weber removed his
PDRD and placed it on top of the light bar of vehicle 1447, which gave the camera an unobstructed view of the area where the subject was located. Approximately twenty-two minutes
into the video he grabbed his PDRD, and moved vehicle 1447 to allow the Bearcat to be parked.
Sergeant Weber then took his PDRD and placed it on top of the Bearcat, the location provided
the camera an un-obstructed view of the area where the subject was located. Approximately
twenty-five minutes into the second video, the OIS occurs. The camera remained on top of the
Bearcat, as officers made the initial approach, secured the subject, provided first aide,
conducted a search of the subject, and medical personnel arrived. At about thirty-minutes into
the video, Officer Berger grabbed Sergeant Weber’s PDRD and returned it to him. Sergeant
Weber recovered a loaded handgun. Approximately thirty-seven minutes into the video,
Sergeant Weber placed his PDRD onto of the hood of the Bearcat. The gun that had been
recovered had also been placed on the hood of the Bearcat. The camera was facing the
weapon on the hood. Approximately one-hour fifty-one minutes into the video, Sergeant
Weber picked up his PDRD and turned it off.
It appeared the camera was initially attached to Sergeant Weber’s chest area, based on the
camera view captured. On two occasions, he chose to remove the camera and placed it on
vehicle 1447 and then the Bearcat, recording the location of the subject. The above was all
captured by the PDRD camera assigned to Sergeant Weber.

~
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Summary
I took the following into consideration when providing my opinion: all the available video data,
the control reference videos, and the processed video. With this information, I can make some
conclusions with a high level of confidence.
The subject was lying on his back in a supine position with his right-hand palm up, with a gun in
his hand. As the armored vehicle it put in place, the subject started to move. The subject lifts
his head and torso towards the street where the officers are located. It appears as the subject is
moving to a sitting position the OIS occurs.
Because of the resolution of the captured video and the distance of the camera from the
subject, there was not enough detail to see the right hand clearly. But using area of contrast, I
tracked movement of identified objects, in areas of interest. It appeared to me that the subject
attempted to sit up by “rocking.” This is supported by the analysis of the PDRD video when the
subject appears to move his feet move in, bending at the knees, then extending the legs out a
bit.
There is not enough information to clearly see the gun and/or its exact movement. In the area
of the right hand, there is some changes in contrasting areas. The movement was slight, but as
shown in the control video, it supports the movement was in an upward direction.
Through my analysis, the video evidence is consistent with the subject moving in a way
consistent with a person sitting up and that the gun moved vertically before the OIS. This is
based upon my analysis of the initial position of the gun, how the gun was in the subjects hand,
and the contrast changes in the clarified video.
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